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PREFACE 
Before beginning this work, it is only fitting and 
proper that I take a few minutes to express my thanks and 
appreciation to the many businessmen in the Town of Wellesley, 
Massachusetts for their cooperation and for giving me their 
valuable time. The spirit with which these men cooperated 
and their interest in my work was immensely gratifying. 
A special note of thanks is in order to ~~. A. Edwin 
Larssen, editor of the Wellesley Townsman, the local paper. 
His help and guidance at the outset of this project was 
invaluable. 
Finally, a vote of thanks to Professor Samuel G. 
Atkinson, whose encouragement and understanding gave me the 
fortitude to carry out this experiment, and to the members 
of the faculty at S.P.R. with whom I studied during my 
graduate work. 
For the contents of this study and any statements made 
therein, I am, of course, entirely responsible. 
Boston University 
School of Public Relations 
October, 1954 
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IN'rRODUCTION 
Throughout his history man has been searching for 
new ways of doing things. Be ing a restless creature, man 
has never been satisfied with the way things were being done. 
There was always something to be improved. Old methods 
need revising , new methods had to be derived and put into 
use. This made for progress. 
Now that public relations has come of age and reached 
professional status it must continue to improvise, to search 
for the "New" and to find ways of doing its job better. A 
great deal has been accomplished. A great deal has yet to 
be done. 
Much has been said and written about good or bad 
Communi ty Relations of large business units. Community 
Re lations Counsellors work hand in hand with big business 
every day. F'rom the results of their work, we have accumu-
lated a vast store of information. Textbooks have been 
written on this subject and students can now benefit from 
the work of successful Community Relations Counsellors 
without leaving the classroom. 
Big business has come to realize the value of the 
11 personal" touch. F' rom this realization has come the desire 
on the part of big business to be thought of as a good 
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neighbor and a worthwhile member of the community. To 
accomplish this end, big business now pours out thousands 
and thousands of dollars yearly. 
But what about the "little fellow," the small business 
man who must exist in the same community as the "big fellow?" 
He faces the same types of problems that the large corpora-
tion up the street faces. The small businessman must be 
known and understood if he is to survive. He must have 
favorable public opinion on his side just as his big brother 
in business. He, too, must be t hought of as a good neighbor. 
Where is the place of t he small businessman in the 
public relations picture of today ? How can we as public 
relations practitioners service the fellow who owns his own 
drugstore or specialty shop in a small town? Competition 
in a small community is keen. 
'l'he problem of the small businessman in the suburban 
town is unique. He can no longer depend wholly on his repu-
tation or family name. He must spend a certain percentage 
of his time and money in selling his services and commodities 
to the townspeople. His store or shop is more than a coldly 
calculated business risk. · It is his way of life. 
Before be ginning this survey on the community relations 
practices of a group of small business units in the Town 
of Wellesley, Massachusetts, I was impressed by several facts: 
Very little had been written about and very little 
discussion had ever been directed toward the problems of 
the small businessman, the owner-manager, the employer of 
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less than fifty workers; 
That public relations at the present time was out of 
the price range of these small business units; 
And a desire to know whether these small business 
units would be receptive to the services of a Community 
Relations Counsellor if it were made economically feasible. 
Along with these thoughts came others of primary 
importance. Do the small businessmen realize the value of 
a sound community relations program? Are they familiar with 
the term? Do they really desire to be known and understood? 
Is the successful small businessman working for the good 
of the community as well as for his own gain? 'rhese questions 
became my goals and are capped by the final goal -- to 
ascertain whether a knowledge of how the small businessman 
b•'"'" goes about~thought of as a good neighbor is of value to the 
community relations practitioner. 
M:ethod of Procedure 
With the goals and questions in mind, that I have 
already outlined in the introduction, I began my research. 
There was no complete listing of a ll the local business units 
available. A list had to be made up. This was done from 
out of the local telephone directory. 
Once the master list of all small business units in 
the town was completed, the problem of selection arose. 
This problem was solved in the following manner. Selection 
depended upon four factors: 
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1. The split in the town's shopp ing areas. There 
are two main shopping centers, one in Wellesley Hills and 
the other and larger one being Wellesley Square itself. 
2. Whether the business wa s strictly local, be gan 
in Wellesley or had only one s t ore, that being in the Town 
of Wellesley. 
3. Whether the business was successful, in operation 
for a period of at least three years. 
4. Personal observation based on being a resident 
of the town for fourteen years and an active member in the 
community. 
These criteria f or selection were followed in all 
instances except three. Two of these cases will be handled 
as s pecial cases and labeled as such. They have been in-
cluded for t wo reasons: their public relations significance 
and to serve as basis of comparison. The third deviation 
was for strictly comparison purposes. A coniplete list of 
all business units included in this thesis will be found 
in the Appendix. 
When there were a number of the same t ypes of 
business units, ie. drugstores, real estate a gencies, the 
method of selection went one step further. Those in 
Wellesley Hills were placed in one hat and those in Wellesley 
in another. I then drew one name from each hat. That 
became the business that I contacted. In several cases 
there wa s only one of a certain type of business. So 
naturally I chose that if it fitted in with the other 
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criteria. 
The next step wa s to draw up a questionnaire or 
work sheet to use in my interviews. (A sample of t he work 
sheet is included in the Appendix.) Ninety percent or more 
of the information gathere d was done through personal inter-
views. The interviews lasted anywhere from twenty minutes 
to one hour and thirty minutes, the vast majority being of 
over thirty minutes in leng th. 
f he files of the local paper were use d whene ve r 
desirable and to fill in information given in the inter-
views. The local library was also used for historical back-
ground information but proved of little assistance except 
in that area. 
Other sources of information that proved of value 
were interviews with the president of the Kiwanis Club of 
Wellesley and with the im..'Tlediate past president of the Rotary 
Club. These two service organizations were included because 
of the work that they do and because of their c01mnunity 
relations significance. All but two of the businessmen 
i n terviewed belonge d to one club or the other. 
Another source of information and area of investig a-
tion was the Board of Trade. Many of the cooperative com-
munity actions of the small business units are handled through 
this organization. This organization along with the service 
clubs plays i mportant parts in the community relations act-
ivities of many of the small businessmen. 
My final area of investig ation was the local high 
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school. Here I received my information concerning "Youth 
In Government Day~ a community-wide project sponsored by 
the Wellesley Exchange Club. This sponsoring organization 
is Wellesley's newest service club. The event is its most 
i mportant Community Relations activity. This organization 
included many of the merchants I interviewed. 
X 
CHAPTER I 
TO UNDERSTAND THE TOWN YOU NIDST KNOW IT 
"Wellesley is not a typical town." This remark was 
made over and over again in the course of my interviews. 
It was a prevalent idea that governed the actions of many 
of the businessmen with whom I talked. They based their 
con~unity relations activities or lack of them on this 
idea. 
Now this thesis is not going to be concerned with 
what goes into the making of a "typical town." That isn't 
really important. Each town being different presents its 
own cmnplexity of varying problems. 'rhe important aspect 
of the stated remark is not whether Wellesley is "typ ical" 
or "atypical," but rather how the businessmen g o about solving 
their problems. No hard and fast rules concerning g ood 
community relations can be laid down. 
The public relations significance of this work re-
mains the same. Techniques and ideas which motivate the 
small businessman are of primary importance. These deter-
mine how he meets the demands of the co~nunity and of his 
business. 
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Why Wellesley is Not Typical 
In the minds of the merchants in Wellesley, the town 
is not typical for several reasons: 
First, it has two main shopping areas, and a very 
small one, more like a neighborhood group of stores than a 
shopping district. The largest of these shopping areas is 
vv·ellesley Square. Here the large retail stores a.re found 
and also a vast majority of the specialty shops. This 
shopp ing area is within easy walking distance of Wellesley 
College, Pine Manor, Dana Hall, a.nd Tenacre Country Day 
School. So there is a natural styling of retailing to cater 
to this college atmosphere. 
The Wellesley Hills Shopping area is located one 
mile to a mile and one-half from Wellesley Square. The 
only private school within easy walking distance is the 
Academy of the Assumption and its elementary school, 
St. Joseph's School for boys. This area caters less to the 
college people and more to the townspeople. 
This second area has super-markets, department stores, 
and specialty shops also. Business here however, is on a 
smaller scale. 
The third shopping district, Lower Falls, is almost 
entirely a neighborhood set-up and provides little competi-
tion for the two main shopping areas. 
The Matter of Competition 
Here again the businessmen feel that the town is 
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not t ypical. There is an underlying feeling of stress 
between the two main shopping areas within the town, rarely 
spoken of, but nevertheless existing as an underwater cross 
current. Cooperation between these two main areas is rare. 
To add to this problem of competition is the loca-
tion of the town. Wellesley is a scant seven miles from . 
the Shopper 1 s World in F'raming ham and only thirteen miles 
from Boston. With the Boston-·i~ orcester Turnpike running 
through the whole town, both outside shopp ing areas are 
easily accessible in this automobile a g e. 
Before the advent of Shopper's World, several years 
a go, Wellesley enjoyed the position of being the main sub-
urban shopping center for twenty-five neighboring towns in 
a fifteen mile radius. Now, however, competition has in-
creased. 
Second ' ealthiest Town in Massa.chusetts 
Another factor to consi de r regarding the nature of 
the town and the problems it presents to the small business 
unit is its wealth. Second only to Brookline in wealth, 
it is the richest in state per capita value. Accordingly, 
the type of store and specialty shop fo und in Wellesley 
reflects these facts. The merchants gear their sales methods 
and their prices and merchandise appeal to two main publics, 
ie. the college people and the upper middle and wealthy 
class residents. 
These are the factors that make Wellesley an aty pical 
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town. They are also the factors, along with the individual 
business's problems which determine the conrrnunity relations 
activities of the local merchant. The public relations 
sig nificance lies in how the merchant meets these problems. 
The following three pages are reprints of material 
published in the Wellesley Townsman of September 2~., 1953. 
These two columns were part of a special supplement pr l nted 
at the opening of the Fall Business Season and the re-
o p ening of the schools. 'I'hey will s e rve to fill in my material 
and perhaps lead to a better understanding of Wellesley and 
its business atmosphere. 
HIGHLIGHT.S ABOUT WELLESLEY 
Town known as Wellesley the Beautiful 
Set.tled in 1651 
Incorporated in 1881 
Altitude 144.3 above sea level 
Second wealthiest town in Massachusetts 
Richest in state per capita value 
Tax rate, 1953: $40.50 
Zoned for residence and business by Wellesley Planning 
Board 
Linli ted Town Meeting, form of government 
Total population, 1953~ 23,000 (Est.) 
Student population (additional) 3,000 
Distinguished as an educational center 
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Four Colleges: Wellesley Colle ge, Babson Institute, Pine 
Manor Junior College, Stigmatine Fathers 
Four Private Schools: Dana Hall, Tenacre Country Day School, 
Academy of the Assumption, St. Joseph's School for Boys 
Eleven public schools, including a million dollar senior 
high school and a new Junior Hi~h School tha t cost 
almost two million dollars; also two new school 
buildings now in the process of being built. 
One Main Library, two branches and a bookmobile 
Three catholic churches and eight Protestant churches 
Two private golf courses and a civic bathing beach 
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Two Hospitals: Newton-Wellesley Hospital, the Hospital and 
Convalescent Home for Children and the Mary MacArthur 
Memorial Respirator Center for p olio patients. 
Five Banks: 1wo national, one trust, one cooperative and 
one saving s 
Town known as New En g land's leading suburban shopping center 
Three Wellesley shopping districts: Wellesley, Wellesley 
Hi lls and Wellesley Lower Falls 
Wellesley Market Area: 25 neighboring towns in a 1.5 mile 
radius 
Three organizations serving local business: Wellesley Board 
of Trade, Wellesley Hills Business Men's Association 
and Wellesley Credit Exchange 
Three service organizations: We llesley Kiwanis Club, IIVellesley 
Rotary Club, and We llesley Exchang e Club 
Places of interest to visitors include: Hunnewell Gardens, 
the treasure room at the ·Nelles ley College Library, 
The Newton Room, transplanted from the home of Sir 
Isaac Newton in London to the Babson Institute Lib-
rary; the largest relief map of the United States 
located on the Babson Institute Campus. (A great 
world globe is now under construction on the same 
campus.) 
THE TOWN AND GOWN IDEA OF WELLESLEY 
A combination of town and gown has worked together 
harmoniously for well over a half of century to build 
Wellesley into one of the most beautiful suburban towns 
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in the country. \ellesley is a town of beautiful homes and 
cultural. The town proudly boasts of such fine institutions 
of learning as Wellesley Colleg e, Pine Manor Junior Colleg e, 
Babson Institute, Dana Hall School, 1'enacre, The Academy · 
of the Ass~~ption and St. Joseph's School for Boys. These 
educational institutions serve a combined student popula-
tion of well over 3,000. 
From all over the United States and from many forei gn 
countries have come young men and women to study and live 
wit h us here. The g rowth of the private schools has kept 
pace with the healthy growth of the town. 
Because of the schools and because of the extra fine 
type of citizenry the town has attracted the finest collection 
of stores and shops to be found any-"Nhere outside of the 
large cities. The shopp ing center boasts of a number of 
branches of nationally known department and specialty shops 
of Boston and New York, to gether with dozens of individually-
owned shops and stores of better than averag e quality . 
The local stores are well stocked with nationally 
known and advertised merchandise which has kept time with 
the ever changing trend and styles. Keen buyers have studied 
the trends here for years past and are ever alert to the 
requirements of the student pop ulation as well as to the 
needs of the year round residents. 
CHAPTER II 
CASE HISTORIES - 25 BUSINESS UNITS 
The material contained in each of these case hist-
ories was obtained mainly through the interview with the 
owner or manager. Each c~se history is a composite of 
background information and the owner or manager's remarks 
re garding community relations and his or her community re-
lations activities. 
Often I found that the small business owner seldom 
thought in terms of community relations. However, he did 
think in terms of "good business activities,'' and vaguely 
in terms of public relations. Many times his "good business" 
ideas fell into the co~~unity r e lations category. This is 
the area that we concentrated on in the interview. 
The arrangement of t he case histories to follow 
was chosen for purposes of comparison and clarity when there 
we re two examples of the s rune type of business. 
Lee Chevrolet Co., Inc. 
One of my longest interviews was with Mr. James E . 
Lee, president of Lee Chevrolet Co., Inc. In business in 
~Ve lle sley for thirty-one years, Ii'Tr . Lee has become one of 
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the town's leadinb citizens and small businessmen. Hi s 
interests are wide and varied and his community relations 
activities and understanding is reflected in the success 
of his business. 
Lee Chevrolet employs thirty-six workers both in 
the shop and in the sales departme nt. The buildi n g s and 
offices have bee n used as a meeting place for ~v elle sley' s 
Little League Officers and for the Boosters Club, of which 
J:.Ir. Lee was one of the founder s. Both are organizations 
that the town is proud of. 
Community projects that Mr. Lee has been engaged in 
a re numerous. A few of t he s e include: Vice-chairman of 
Civilian Defense, Vice-chairman of Blood Donors of the Red 
Cross (men in the company g iven time off to donate blood), 
Treasurer of We llesley's Little League and Pony League, and 
one of the ori g inators of the Wellesley Scholarship Founda-
tion. 
Lee Chevrolet was resp onsible for another g ood 
community relations activity whe n the company gave the Po lice 
Department a car. This car was for the p urpose of driver 
education. Now, throug h the combined efforts of Lee Chevrolet, 
the Police Department and the High School, the i'ielles l ey 
y oungsters are being taught at the hig h school to driv e safely. 
Not only is this car use d for driver instruction at the hig h 
school's driving classes but also for teaching the elementary 
level children highway safety rules. 
The guiding principles of Lee Chevrolet's community 
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relations program are a genuine interest in the community, 
in which the owner lives, and the desire for close coopera-
tion between "e_xisting organizations and service clubs with 
a special emphasis on youth activities." 
In the case of Lee Chevrolet, as in almost all the 
other business units interviewed, the subject of donations 
to charities was a personal affair. There were few set 
policies regarding contributions . In many cases t he o wne r 
or mana ger made contributions to the various drive s as they 
came up as long as two conditions were met. There conditions 
are: 
1. The charity had to be approved by the Board of 
Trade. 
2. The charity had to be either a national appeal 
or a well known local drive. 
f~ . Lee, like many other businessmen, made donations 
to various church org anizations and helps support such 
activities as the school y earbook through paid advertising . 
Clubs or business organizations that Mr. Lee belong s 
to are: The Boosters, Little League, and the Board of 
Trade. He read s and advertises in the Welleslez Townsman 
re gularly. 
Active participation, genuine interest, and the 
11 golden rule" are the gui de posts of Lee Chevrolet. 
Wellesley Auto Sales, Inc. 
Here is a company that has no re gular advertising. 
Occasionally Wellesley Auto Sales does advertise in t he 
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local paper. The emphasis is on g ood community relations. 
In a town where there are six other automobile dealers and 
i n an area where there are many, many more, the absence 
of re gular advertising is unusual. 
Mr. Theodore Wegerdt, owner of Wellesley Auto Sales 
has been in business in Well~sley for twenty-one years. 
He lives in Wellesley and has . alway s been active in local 
affairs. A few of the community activities tha t he has 
been enga ged in are: his work as a Town Meeting Member, 
his tenure in office as the Co~nander of the Wellesley 
American Le g ion Post, Chairman of the Legion's Carnival 
Co~nittee (the Carnival is an annual affair) and represent-
ative of the Worcester Area Automobile Dealers Association 
at the Detroit meeting s. 
He is a joiner, being an active member of the 
Rotary Club, American Le g ion, Wellesley Club, and the Country 
Club. A great deal of his community relations activities 
are carried on in connection with his work in these organiza-
tions. 
Good cormnunity relations are r~. ~e gerdt's basis for 
his way of business. Having live d in the town of 'wellesley 
all his life, he is working for the betterment of the com-
munity as well as to increase his sales. He has no set policy 
re garding contributions to charities but gives as the 
occasion arrives. 
In his opinion, the most important aspect of good 
community relations is in the building of g ood customer 
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relations through integrity and de p endability and work ing 
for a better community. 
Wellesley Hills Market, Inc. 
This market is the only local super-market in t h e 
town. It is located in Wellesley Hills but serves the whole 
town as well as several surrounding communities. It must 
compete with the larg e chain store sup er-marlcets s u ch a s 
First Na tional Stores, the At l antic and Pacific, a Stop and 
Shop and the Star Market . These competitors are located 
as follows: two in Wellesley Hills and two in iellesley 
Squa re. 
As a result, the Wellesley Hills Market carries on 
seve ral fine activities of community relations value. The 
basis for this community rela tions program is the idea of 
"treating others well and they 'll do the same for you." 
The co~nunity relations prog ram is as follows: 
1. Local advertising in the local paper. 
2. Donations to all recognized charities as well as 
to donations and loaning of equipment to various church and 
civic groups. The store's trucks have been used in the 
town paper drives and for the Annual F ield Day a t the 
Academy of the Assumption. 
3. Cooperation with the P . T. A. and various church 
groups . Store s pace is set aside for one day a year for 
use b y F . T. A. and other social or civ ic group s for cak e 
sales or other money raising projects. Each g roup desiring 
to u tilize this s p ace may do so for a day by maki n g an 
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appointment with either Mr. Joseph Dobis, the owner, or his 
son, Larry, who manages the store. 
4. A working a greement with the high school, whereby 
members of the school's cooking classes are taken throug h 
the market and shown features of marketing , has been put 
into operation. 
5. 'rhe market contributes to Little Leag ue and for 
the Christmas decorations for the Square. 
6. All Boy Scout, Girl Scout, and church groups 
receive a 5 percent discount when buying for these organiza-
tions. 
7. The Dobis men are also members of Kiwanis and 
the Board of Trade. 
8. They work with the Welcome Wagon. 
The Wellesley Hills Market has been in Wellesley 
since 1925. The store employs thirty-five men and women 
from Wellesley and surrounding towns. Two years ago, it 
was completely modernized and its facilities expanded. The 
store was brought up-to-date in every way. 
The answer to my question, "What, in your opinion, 
constitutes good community relations," is worth quoting just 
as it was given. "Community Relations is the working to-
gether with other businesses and the helping of customers 
with their problems or activities." 
Mr. Dobis went on to explain that he seldom thought 
in terms of community relations but rather in terms of good 
business. However, you could not separate the two. 
Fraser's Florist 
To Mr. A. Fraser, the proprietor of Fraser's Florist, 
the importance of having good community relations lay in 
its value in helping to build btisiness. This was of primary 
consideration. Other factors entered into the consideration 
of this subject. Of particular interest to lf~. Fraser was 
the belief that a sound community relations program, one of 
active participation in town affairs, led to a bettering 
of conditions within the whole town. 
Being an integral part of the whole community is 
perhaps one way of su..."nming up Mr. Fraser's views. His past 
record of public action verifies his remarks. In the past, 
.Mr. Fraser was a town official, a member of the cornrnittee 
on finance, a member of the Town Coordinating Committee, 
a Town Meeting member, a 1nember of the Planning Board and 
active in helping to solve the town's parking problems. 
As a resident of Wellesley and a businessman for 
forty years, he has a genuine interest in the welfare of 
the whole town. He is a memb e r of the American Legion, Kiwanis, 
and the Board of Trade. 
Fraser's flowers have been donated frequently to add 
color to school affairs~ He also sends booklets on the uses 
of flowers to all t he schools. 
On the subject of donations to charities, a simple 
formula is followed. Donations are made to all national 
charities sponsoring local drives and to loc a l charities 
recognized or sanctioned by the Board of Trade. No dona-
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tions are made to any church e,roup. 
Mr. Fraser's latest work of community relations im-
portance was his setting up of a medical center for twenty 
doctors in a building he owns. This add ition to the com-
munity shows a real interest in the town as a whole as well 
as being a sound flnancial investment .. 
"Being part of the town and working for the com.mon 
goal - a better cow.munity." This is the most important 
aspect of community relations for Mr. Fraser. 
Hales, Inc. 
In this case, the recognition of the need for a 
sound public relations program was expressed. Exact details 
concerning how one was being carried out or had been in the 
past was not easy to ascertain.. There seemed to be no con-
sistent program in operation. 
As in the case of several other of the busine ssmen 
interviewed, a recognition of the value of good community 
relations was expressed, but very little else had been done 
about the subject. This is not to say that the business-
men were completely lacking ~n actual practices designed to 
better their community relations. That seems almost impossible 
if they are to continue in business. 
In this ~ase of Hales, Inc. of Wellesley, no concen-
trated or continuing com.~unity relations program was re-
ported or observed. The business was chosen because it was 
one of two radio and television and electrical appliance 
stores in the town. It is located in Wellesley Hills, 
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while the subject of the following case history, Paul's 
Radio and Television store, is located in Wellesley proper. 
However, certain factors enter into consideration of 
this case. These are: 
1. Hales has been in business in ' wellesley for 
fifteen years. 
2. The owner is a resident of the town. , 
3. He has been active in various Red Cross drives. 
He solicited for these drives. 
4. He is at present a member of the Wellesley Amateur 
Radio Association, a group doing Civilian Defense ~ ark. 
5. In the past, he has loaned equipment to the schools 
when the need arose. 
6. Vindow space has been donated for charity posters. 
7. He expressed the idea that a small town calls for 
g ood community relations. 11You can't exist withou t g ood 
Community relations." 
Consideration of these factors led to several con-
clusions. He desired g ood community relations but had little 
knowledg e of how to obtain them. There was little positive 
and continuing think ing done in terms of community relations. 
The a ppearance of his establishment and the neatness of his 
employees, etc., were i mportant. But only in terms of good 
business practices. 
He was not a joiner, no business men's organizations 
or social groups were listed. 
Charitable contributions are governed by a set policy. 
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rrhis policy is to limit company donations to only well 
established lArger charities, ie. Red F eather, Red Cross 
a.nd the Salvation Army. F inal judgement on which c harities 
are to receive contribution s lies with the owner, A~. Hale • • 
Paul's Radio and T. V. 
Like the preceding case , Paul's Radio and T. v., 
Mr. Paul Montale, owner:, h a d no c ontinuing program to better 
his community relations. In both instances, advertising and 
g ood workmans h ip were empha sized. Both owners thought in 
terms of " g ood business" practice s · and seldom in terms of 
public relations. Public rela tions and good community 
relations were naturally sup p o sed to follow from the normal 
course of business. 
There is another similarity with the prece d i n g c a se. 
In the past, both businesses have cooperated with different 
se gments of the community and b oth me n believe in the value 
o f cooperation with the various elements that make up any 
c orrrrnuni ty. 
Paul has loaned his lou d speaker system to the town 
fo r use at the public bathing beach. He is a donor to the 
Little League and a supp ort e r of the "Youth in Government 
Day," an annual a.f.fair each spring . Window space .for ad-
vertising has been donated for both causes. His equipment, 
ie. mikes, cable, etc., has al s o been donate d to the sch o ols, 
whenever h e wa s asked to do so. 
But perhaps his most i mportant sin~le activity , com-
munity relations wise, was carried on last Christmas. At 
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that time, Paul's Radio and T.V., Hale's, and the Music 
Box all got together and worked out a guide for buying radios 
and television sets. This guide was a warning to the towns-
people about unethical practice s in selling radios and tele-
vision sets and what to watc h out for. It was published 
in t he Welle sley Townsman as a half page paid ad. 
Paul has no continuing program with any church, 
social or civic group to help better his community relations. 
The dollar end cents value of g ood community relations is 
recognized and first in his thoughts on that subject. 
There is no set policy re garding donations to charities; 
g ives to any and all, churche s, local charities and the large 
national · drives. 
E . A. Davis and Co. 
This company is one of Wellesley's oldest. E . A. 
Davis and Co. have been in business in Wellesley for fifty 
years. The proprietor, Mr. C. N. Holman is a resident of 
Wellesley and has been active in town affairs for many 
years. 
E. A. Davis and Co., the only locally owned depart-
ment store in Wellesley Square employs seventeen full time 
employees. The company advertises in the Wellesley Towns-
man only. 
The purpose of community relations was here stated 
as active participation to promote good will in Wellesley. 
Good will in this case and as the reader has long since 
discovered is tied in with an identification of the owner 
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or proprietor's own actions rather than the business itself. 
In many instances, the community activities of the owner 
re f lect on his establishment. Both the owner and the busi-
ness are thought to be one and the same. 
In re garding Mr. Holman 's activities in this line 
of thought, he has been, and is, an active member in the 
community. His business benefits by his actions. In the 
past, NJr. Holman has been a Town Meeting member, Member 
for five years of the Town Improvement Coordinating Com-
mittee, Advisory Board Member a nd Member of the Properties 
Committee of the Wellesley Congre g ational Church. He is 
at present a Dean in that church. 
Ivl!'. Holman is also active :i.n Kiwanis, Board of Trade, 
The Wellesley Club, Country Club and Masons. 
His entire attitude re garding public relations re-
volves around his own activities. The store itse l f stands 
on its reputation and name. 
During the course of the interview, I was unable to 
ascertain any definite linking of the store's name as a 
business with any commun:i.ty project. There were no s p ecial 
prog rams with church, social or civic groups. Occasionally, 
merchandise had been loaned to schools or church groups. 
IVIr. Holman stated tha t he never thought in terms of 
conmunity relations. The work he did in the community fe l l 
under the reference of public welfare. Mr. Holman seemed 
to re gard good community relations as a personal matter and 
business as a separate category. True, the business bene-
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fited from his personal actions. But that was more of a 
carry-over or secondary effort. 
Comrnunity Playhouse 
Wellesley's only theatre enjoys far from a mono-
polistic position. There are seven other theatres within 
easy travel distance from almost any part of Wellesley. 
Yet, this theatre has been in operation for thirty-two y ears. 
Mr. Leslie Benslev, the present owner, took over the 
business from his father and continually worked to improve 
it. 
Unlike the preceding case, the name of the business 
h as been continually linked with community affairs. The 
theatre has sponsored in conjunction with the History and 
En glish Departments of the high school, two series of motion 
pictures of merit and educational value. A continuing series 
of Saturday morning movies sponsored by The Florence 
Critterton League and the Children's Museum of Boston are 
shown at the theatre. Each g roup receives a p ercentag e of 
the morning 's receipts and the children see good movies 
designed for the elementary school child's education and 
entertainment. 
Other activities of sound community relations value 
are: 
1. The use of the theatre as a meeting plac e for 
the Junior Service League of Wellesley. 
2. Office s p ace g iven for the use of the Community 
Chest. 
J. The Avery lectures sponsored by the lecture 
cormni ttee originally of the Woman 1 s Club. 
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4. The weekly publication of the Community Flay-
house News, a four page mailing piece telling of coming 
attractions, town items, and containing advertising sent to 
a large list of the theatre's patrons. 
Two charities are allowed to take up theatre audi-
ence collections, the Jimmy Fund and the March of Dimes. 
w~. Benslev and the Chief of Police are co-chairmen annually 
for the Jimmy F'und. The theatrical industry is the moti-
vating force for this drive. 
In addition to these community projects of the busi-
ness, Mr. Benslev has been an active member in the community 
as an individual. Community projects that he has been involved 
in are: co-chairman of the business division of the Red 
Cross and Corr~unity Chest drives, past president and, at 
present, a director of the Boosters Club, Member and, at 
present, treasurer of the Boy Scout Committee for Troop 2, 
a Town Meeting Member and a trustee for the Wellesley 
Scholarship Foundation. 
Comrnunity relations is no idle term. It depends 
on being "a working memb e r o f and for the conmmni ty. 11 
This is a.n example of perhaps one .of' the best defined 
and organized coroo1unity relations programs I encountered. 
Talcoff 1 s, Inc. 
"Keeping your name before the public and g iving 
good service and participating in community affairs." 
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This constitutes good co1nmunity relations for Talcoff 1 s 1 Inc. 
To enhance this remark's importance, it was added that 
living in the community gave you an additional responsi-
bility. 
Further investigation of these remarks revealed 
that the owner was concerned with making a profit 1 naturally, 
and vd th working for a better community. The idea was ex-
pressed that since most of the customers were from Wellesley, 
then anything that would benefit the town would benefit 
business also. 
In talking to Bert Talcoff, the owner's son, several 
g ood community relations activi'ties that the store carried 
on were discussed • . These were: 
1. The Christmas donations of shoes and rubbers to 
under-privileged children. Talcoff 1 s buys old rubbers and 
shoes, takes care of any necessary repair and sees to it 
that they are distributed to under-privileged children in 
the Boston area. 
2. Mr. Talcoff 1 s work for the Red Cross and Community 
Chest drives. He usually handles the solicitation of funds 
from the town business inte'rests. 
3. The use of his limited window space for posters. 
He has g iven space to hig h school, college and other groups 
within the town. 
4. His idea of sending individual invitations to 
.< 
visit his store and information on styles and charges to 
the incoming freshman clas s at Wellesley College and Pine 
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I'/ianor. 
5. And finally, his practice of loaning shoes and 
other merchandise to various groups in and outside of 
Wellesley for fashion shows. 
Nlr. Talcoff is a member of Kiwanis and the Board of 
Trade. He has been in business in Wellesley for seventeen 
y ears and now has two branch stores, one in the Shopper's 
World in Framingham, Massachusetts and the other in Hyannis, 
Massachusetts. His stores are light, bright and well venti-
lated, attractively set up and create a pleasant atmosphere 
upon entry. 
Talcoff 1 s make contributions to all charities san c-
tioned by the Board of Trade as well as to the Boosters and 
Little League. 
The guiding principle behind his public relations 
activities is "to build g ood will" for his business. 
Fallon's Pharmacy 
The necessity of being thought well of is of primary 
importance to business survival. It is impossible to exist 
without good community relations. These sentiments were put 
f orth by Mr. 1V1. J. Fallon, proprietor of Fallon 1 s Pharmacy. 
In this case, the owner believes that g ood community 
relations practices and good business practices go hand-
in-hand. Cooperation with local churches, ·schools and 
civic org anizations are not only g ood business but also 
g ood for the whole community. 
Mr. Fallon is one of the few businessmen in the town 
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of We llesley who actually thinks in terms of g ood public 
relations and carries on a continual public relations, or 
more specially, community relations program. 
Perhaps the most outst anding feature of his work in 
this area is his weeldy column in the local paper, "Mutter-
ing s from the Rx Room." This colunm, written by the owner 
himself, is well worth comment. 
The column is usually short but interesting and well' 
written. It deals with anything or any subject that the 
author happens to be thinking of at the time. There is 
very little advertising in it. But it is timely, frank 
and often reflects the author 1 s interest in the· community. 
One column dealt entirely with the death of a local 
church pastor. It was a salute to the great man who had 
passed on, and although written in a few short minutes was 
as moving and effective a memorial as could be desired. 
Other columns have dealt with new medical discoveries, little 
known facts about pharmacy and many local events. 
To supplement this weekly column, periodic window 
displays are used. There displays have very little direct 
advertising value. Two of the most notable and which caused 
a great deal of discussion were: 
1. A window made up entirely of old herbs and drugs 
used in the early days of pharmacy. These were labeled and 
arranged carefully to give the best effect. The window 
served to make clear the cont rast between the old time 
medicine and today's wonder drug s. 
2. The second window display to be discussed was 
one made up of nothing but old mortars and pestles. This 
was a follow-up to the previously discussed window display 
and served to make even clearer the rapid development of 
new drug s and medicines. The i dea was to show the develop-
ment from herbs and powders p ounded in mortars to today's 
highly refined pills and powders. 
Still other activities t ha t warrant mention are Mr. 
Fallon's co~~unity projects: his work in organizing the 
local K. of C. ·chapter, his work on the St. James' Building 
Com.t'nittee and for the Children's Hospital Drive for Kiwanis. 
Fallon's Pharmacy is located in Wellesley Hills. 
Mr. Fallon ha.s eight employees and has been in bus iness 
for nine years. His window space is continually used by 
various town group s for poste r and advertising purposes. 
He is a member of Kiwanis, K. of c., and the Elks. In the 
matter of contributions to charities, he donates to all 
national charities having local drives and others as he 
sees fit. 
Fells Pharmacy, Inc. 
This business unit is the only case included of a 
nei ghborhood store. The r e ason for its consideration is 
because of the fine open house that was held a short time 
a go. This is the only example of a business of this size 
carry ing out an Open House that I found. 
Fells Pharmacy, Inc. has been in business in the 
Wellesley Fills area of the town for nine years under its 
present management. Neither owner lives in Wellesley. 
The store has been very successful. 
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Last spring , in April, g round was broken for a new 
store. 'l'his was to be a new and modern Fells Pharmacy. 
The owners desired to enlarge their facilities and bring 
their store up-to-date. Late in August, the new building 
was completed and the new Fells Pharmacy opened its doors. 
Naturally, there was a great deal of interest in the 
new store · in the nei ghborhood. 'l'he owners were proud of 
the i r new store and pleased with the interest bein g shown 
in it. So they decided to hold an Open House and to cele-
brate the opening of their new store. 
Invitations were sent out to every family in the 
nei ghborhood and to the other par ts of the town within easy 
distance of the store where their customers came from. 
Notices and a general invitation were placed in the local 
pape r the week before the Open House was scheduled. Each 
invitation included a c hance for one of the prizes that were 
being g iven away. These prizes consisted of an electric 
broiler, an electric corn popper, ~ copper ice bucket and 
a valuable piece of luggage. 
Theoretically each person in the general vicinity 
had two chances for these prizes, the one sent to their 
homes and the one in the pape r . Everyone in town had at 
least one. 
The Open House was scheduled for a Sunday evening 
from eight o'clock to ten o'clock. On Saturday, the day 
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before the Open House, all prices in the store were reduced 
and free ride tickets for the children (on a carousel 
donated by the Cott people) were given out with every purchase 
of ten cent value or more. On Saturday, also, drawing s 
were held, one at 11:00 A. M., another at 3:00 P. M. and 
the third at 8:00 P. M., for the broiler, corn popper and 
ice bucket. 
Sunday evening all business was suspended at 7:30 P. M. 
and the last minute preparations for the Open House were 
made. Sandwiches made by the owners' wives and friends were 
laid out on the soda fountain on trays. There was also a 
larg e bowl of punch. The Double Kay Nut people had set up 
a special display and passed out free samples all day 
Saturday. The Coty Co. was running ~ Trip to Paris contest 
and this was featured during Saturday and Sunday: It was 
not an exclusive idea of the store but it fitted in nicely 
with the two days events. To win this trip to Paris, you 
had to submit a name for a new Coty 1 s perfume. 
Sunday evenlng, all six of the new store's personnel 
were on hand and placed in strateg ic positions throug hout 
the store. Two hundred to two hundred-fifty people visited 
the store between eight and ten o 1 clock. 'rhe affair was 
considered a huge success and caused a great deal. of favorable 
comment. 
The number of people visiting the store Sunday evening 
was considered especially g ood because of the bad weather 
encountered. It was cold and rainy. The turnout appears 
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even better when you consider that only 1500 invitations 
were sent out. Many who were unable to attend made it a 
point to drop into ·the store within a few days after the 
Open House and express their re gret at not having been able 
to attend. 
The Fells Pharmacy Open House was a community relations 
project that was very well planned and carried out in a 
short period of time. The only regret or slip that the 
owners expressed was that they didn't think of getting 
newspaper coverage. They are novv considering this Open 
House idea as an annual affair. 
The Wellesley Travel Agency 
Another company with an extensive community relations 
prog ram is the Wellesley Travel Agency. In my 'interview with 
Mr. c. F. Heartfield, the proprietor, he put great . emphasis 
on the value of good public relations. This realization 
of the value of a sound program of co~nunity relations g oes 
so f a r as to demand of his employees an active participation 
in the affairs of their comnunities whether they live in 
Wellesley or not. 
In a towrt the size of Wellesley, public opinion is 
a thing to be watched closely. The same could be said of 
any town. But Ivir. Heartfield felt that word of mouth op inion 
was extremely important in this case, and, the better people 
thought about you or your business the better off you were . 
'l'he communit-y rela tions program of the Wellesley 
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Travel Agency takes in many g roups:; the churches, women's 
clubs, the schools, the Cub Scouts, and included Mr. Heart-
field's wo r k in his service club. This company has loaned 
decora t ions, posters, and model airplanes to many of the 
aforementioned groups. 
Travel films and travel t a l k s h a ve been shown and 
giv en at the hi g h school and junior hi8 h school and at 
some of the elementary sc h ools. 1v'Ir. Heartfield and others 
in his org~nization have s poken at l~~cheon club s and many 
social clubs. 
Some of Mr. He artfield 1 s individual 'Nork in the 
community takes in such activities as: Chairman of the 
Heart F'und, Go-chairman of the Hed Cros s Drive, his work 
as Cub .Master, and his escortint; of groups of children 
from his church to Lo g art Airport , Boston Harbor, where he 
took them aboard ship, and to the Children's Museum. These 
trips have become annual affairs. 
On the subject of donations to chari t ies, his 
company has a set policy in writing . Each y e a r a budget 
is drawn up and a certain amount is set aside for donation 
to charities. Each charity of' community i mportanc e and 
national i mportance has a certain amount set aside for it. 
This list has been comp ounde d on past experience. 
"Participation i n Community Affairs" is the key-
note of JiiJ.r. Heartfield 1 s community relations policy. He 
is a member of Kiwanis, the Country Club, Board of Trade, 
J::Jiason:i.c Lodge and a Villa g e ·Churchrnan. 'I'he business has 
been in -i ellesley seven years and employs eighteen men 
and women. 
Olken's (Sporting Goods Store} 
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The meaning of good community relations, in this 
case, all revolves around Ivir. Olken's idea of friendliness. 
This was the term used several times throug hout our inter-
view in reference to the value of g ood community relations. 
Comrrrunity relations wa s important here because, 
" You succeed in direct proportion to the number of friends 
you have. 11 Anything done to increase this number automatic-
ally increased your chances of success in business. Each 
ti:ne a store does something g ood for the community , it also 
benefits the store. The least it will do is to help create 
a favorable attitude. 
To foster a favorable attitude toward itself, Olken 1 s 
has donated props to the local summer theatre, and equip-
ment to local church groups, worked for Christmas decora-
tions for Wellesley Square, been a constant contributor 
to church org an i zations and veterans groups, and a sponsor 
of Little League and tennis groups. 
Ww. Olken has also added to his business reputation 
by off'iciating a.t local track meets, his work on the Board 
of' Trade and in his Service Club. He also was instrumental 
in instituting an annual prize in the high school's com-
mercial department for an outstanding student each year. 
At the present time, he is working on an Arts 
F estival idea for the local school children which would 
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give them a chance to display their ability in all the fine 
arts to the townspeople. 
Olken's has been in Wellesley eight ye a rs and em-
ploys three people, plus the owner. Mr. Olken is treasurer 
of the Board of Trade and a ~ember of Kiwanis. He adver-
tises only in the local paper• Charitable · donations are 
made as the owner sees fit so long as the charity is 
sanctioned by the Board of Trade. 
Ara's, Inc. 
Mr. Ara Yacobian, owner of Ara's, Inc., Men's 
Clothing Store is one of the most respected businessmen in 
the whole town. This respect stems from his friendly 
attitude and his participation in many commtmity projects 
and is shared by his fellow bu s inessmen and townspeople 
alike. 
The atmosphere of Ara's is one of cordiality and 
cheerfulness. The store is attractively laid out, much 
care being given to interior desig n and attractive arrange-
ment of all merchandise. One is i mpressed immediately upon 
entry by the pleasing use of color and decoration. Soft 
music is continually play ed and ad d s to the store's effect. 
Mr. Yacobian, like many other of the town's merchants 
that I interviewed, believes whole-heartedly in the value 
of a sound and continuing program of public relations 
activities. He was honest enoug h to admit however, that 
he seldom thought in terms of public relations or corr~unity 
relations per se and added that he doubted if many of the 
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town's merchants did. 
Having good community relations he thought was a 
must. It would be impossible to survive without them. A 
business can no longer exist without working for the im-
provement of the town as well as for its own gain. 
Community relations for Ara, as he is known to all, 
consisted of being a member of a church, taking an active 
and positive part in town affairs, contributing to worthy 
charities, and being seen and thought of as part of the whole. 
These principles constituted not only his views on com-
munity relations but also his views on business. He carries 
on an active program to g ive those ideas real meaning . 
Ara was the man mainly responsible for the fine 
Christmas decorations that heighten Wellesley Square's Shop-
ping Center. This is · a cooperative endeavor where all the 
merchants and large department stores, too, contribute to 
a fund to bring the evergreens and holly to Wellesley's 
main shopping area. 
When disaster struck the Ouelett family of Wellesley, 
Ara immediately took it upon himself to help out. He 
org anized the Ouelett Family F'und, which provided living 
quarters, clothes and other necessities when their home was 
burned and all their possessions lost on Easter Morning, 
1954. 
Ara 1 s has g iven merchandise to church g roups for 
raffles and shows. Clothing is frequently loaned to the 
local summer theatre and to local players groups within 
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the town. 
Ara's has also put on fashion shows for the 
Florence Critterton League and for the Bedford Airf'orce 
Base. His shop set as~de room for a s pe cial disp l ay of 
ln1i tting done by physically handicapped wome n whi ch wa s 
a success. 
The business has· been in Wellesley for seven years. 
It employs six fulltime sales personnel and four parttime 
clerks. Ara, himself, is a past president of the Board of 
Trade and on that group's board of governors. He has no 
set policy re gardin g donations to charities but s e ldom 
turns anyone down. 
Unselfishness is in his opinion the single most 
important aspect of good community relations. 
Pond's Camera and Frame Store 
Community relations activities in this case were 
confined mainly to several definite areas. These areas 
were the owner's work in his Service Club, his work with 
the Board of Trade, and charitable donations. In only 
two cases were examples cited where co~nunity relations 
activities outside of these areas were carried on. 
The two exceptions were the work done by Mr. Sanger, 
the owner, in bring ing Santa to ~ ellesley, an annual affair, 
and his renting or loaning of a sound projector to v&.rious 
town groups. Both of these latter community relations efforts 
are worthy of note. But there was an apparent lack of inter-
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est shown both in active participation in town affairs and 
in any small work. 
Mr . Sanger is a resident of Wellesley and has been 
doing business in the town for eight years. The store 
emp loys three fu~ltime employees plus the owner. There was 
no settled policy re garding c harities. 
The store is located in Wellesley Square as is its 
only town compe titor and appears to be doing well. I t 
is attractively laid out. This wa s one of my s horte st inter-
views. 
The Wellesley Trust Co. 
This bank, one of the two banks to be discussed, 
is located in Wellesley Hills. Having been in the town 
f or thirty-one years, it h as built up considerable local 
prestig e and re putation. In considering the community 
relations and public relations activities of the t wo banks, 
the reader will become aware of each organization's at titude 
toward community relations and also the difference in each 
banker's program for building good will within the cormnunity. 
The Wellesley Trust Co. is run by its president, 
Mr. Werner, a long time resident of Wellesley. He is a 
member of the Country Club, Bank Officers .·Association, 
American Institute of Banks and a Mason. The bank is rep-
resented in Kiwanis, Rotary, and on the Bo a rd of Tr ade. 
The Wellesley Trust employs t wenty people and places ads 
in the Townsman only. 
Community rela tions activities of note are mr. 
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Werner's activitie s with the Well~sley Boosters and Little 
League. He has contributed a good deal of his own time and 
mon ey to each organization. His solicitation for the Red 
Feather campaign is added to his work f or the Heart Fund and 
the Cancer Fund. Bank time has been g iven in numerous charity 
drives for the solicitors to de posit the money the ~ have 
collected. This has been done both during banking hours 
and after hours. The bank itself, makes donations to all 
large national charities s ponsoring local drives and many 
local drives that come up. 
This bank also has a conference room which is avail-
able to local g roups for use and a display window avail-
able to any depositor. The b ank 's officers have s p oken on 
financial matters to Women 's Clubs, schools and other groups 
within the town. 
The appe a rance of the bank, itself, is worth mention-
ing, being of a sturdy looking stone structure with nice 
grounds. This all lends to the prestig e of the establish-
ment and g ives an outward manife s tation of streng th and 
dependability. Reputation means a g reat deal in this case. 
Newton Savings Bank (Wellesley Branch) 
In this instance, one of the three times I deviated 
from the criteria for selection, I did so for a specific 
reason. Personal experience out-weighed the purely local 
aspect of selection. The choice of t h is bank over severa l 
others within the town was primarily for contrast. 
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The basis for this institution's varied and continual 
program of community relations is the "building of g ood will 
and being well t hought of." Since 1946 when the Newton 
Saving s Bank opened its doors in Wellesley , it ha s carried 
on a continuous community relations prog ram. 
All public relations for the Yellesley Branch of 
Newt on Savings a re handled by the bank's Assistant Treasurer 
and Manager, Mr. H. Winston Mercer. He is not a resident 
of Wellesley. However, he does belong to the local Ki wanis 
Club and the Board of Trade and takes an active part in the 
tovfn r s aff&irs. 
Highlights of this bank's cmmnunity relations program 
may be summarized as follows: 
1. An active prog ram of school saving s throughout 
the whole town. It is the only bank with this system in 
the town. Here is how this p lan works. The teachers in 
all schools throug h hig h sc hool collect the money which 
is in envelopes each week from the children. She puts these 
bank envelopes in a bag . All bag s are collected at the 
principal's office and are placed in a larger locked bag . 
These are carried to the bank by a bonded messenger. 
2. Continuous use of window· space for display 
purp oses. This is done by such groups as the hig h school, 
bovvling league and other non-profit organizations through-
out the town. This window is seldom without a display by 
one town g roup or another. 
3. Excellent use of varied displays. A continuing 
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and rotating display within the bank of local artists' 
painting s which enhances the bank's interior. These paint-
inss are hung on the walls of the bank and nwabered. A 
master list of names and numbers in a prominent position 
e ives credit to the local artist whose work is being dis-
played. There are also annual Boy and Girl Scout displays 
during their weeks of national recognition as well as other 
special displays of local and national importance, ie. a 
local woman's coin collection and "National Sic;ht Week" 
displays. 
4. Active participation in community projects. 
Idr>. Mercer has been treasurer for the local Heart Fund and 
treasurer of the March of Dimes. He also helped to organize 
the 11 ~.iother' s March" during t h e latter campaign and held the 
bank open Sunday afternoon and e vening for the mothers to 
deposit the money they had collected. 
5. Local advertising . The bank takes ads in the 
local paper, buys time on a local radio station, WCRB of 
Newton and Waltham, and plans ads in the Communit~ Playhouse 
News. 
6. The bank's use of town Welcoming Committee. 
Each new family in to wn receives a small gift from the bank 
and an'invitaticn to come in and get acquainted with the 
bank and its facilities and programs. This is followed 
up by a personal letter from 'Jir. Mercer to all new families. 
7. 'I'he Bank's use of printed material. Booklets and 
pamphlets on many .subjects outside of the realm of banking 
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can be found in the bank. These are placed on a table near 
the main entrance and are free for the taking . 
It is impossible to set down here all of the bank's 
community relations activities and programs. It is hoped 
that the top ics covered will serve to illustrate the bank 's 
well-rounded approach to better ing community relations. 
" Friendly Service" is the bank' s aim. 
Sharon's Cleaners, Inc. 
Sharon's Cleaners, Inc. of We llesley Hills believes 
that "personalizing to customers" is the most Lnportant 
sin g le aspect of good community relations. Service and the 
personal touch does a great deal to better the community 
relations of a business. Mr. Ar thur Williams, owner of 
Sharon's, believes whole-heartedly in the value of personal 
approach. In our talk, he emphasized t hi s factor and set 
fort h the idea that it was the basis of community partici-
pation and business success. 
With these i deas of service and the personal touch 
as a basis, Sharon's has been i n volve d in such cownunity 
r e l a tions activities as donations of clothes to church 
clothin~ sales, bring ing S8nta to Wellesley , donations for 
Christmas decorations in dellesley Hills, g iving window 
spac e for poster disp lay s by many local groups and cleaning 
all Little League uniforms free of charge . Another com-
munity relations activity of interest is Sharon's standing 
practice of cleaning f ree of charg e any and all American 
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flag s bro ught in. 
rl'he company makes standard donations to all acce p ted 
charities. The s e donations vary in amount according to the 
charity. The employees make their own donations. A stand-
ard procedure is followed. 
NT. Williams is not a r e sident of Wellesley . Still, 
he is a member of the local Board of Trade and Kiwanis . 
The b u siness, under his management, has been in operation 
f or eight years. He employs fourteen men and women as 
fulltime help. 
Halvorson's Texaco Service Station 
In business for only one year, ~~. H. P. Halvorson 
has carried on a program designed to better his comraunity 
relations and increase busine ss based on three main avenues 
of a pproach. These are a vigorous local advertising campaign, 
personal visits or house calls, for the purpose of ge t ting 
acquainted in the neighborh ood surrounding his station, and 
a continual insistence upon ne atne ss, cleanliness and 
personal service. 
Behind these good business practices, which are all 
of com.11uni ty relations value of varying de grees, is TiJ.r. 
Halvorson's desire to "treat all customers fairly so they 
will have confidence in you." 
As yet, rvir. Halvorson has joined none of the Service 
Clubs in the town nor has any special . prog ram with any group 
within the community desi gned to better the company's 
co1mnunity relations. If called upon, he is willing to 
help, but as yet he has not taken any positive steps to 
help solidify his position in the com,-rnuni ty by active 
p a rticipation in community affairs. 
His 11 house callsn in the a rea surrounding his station 
have been very successful both in increasing business and 
in betterine; his immediate community relations. 'I'his case 
was selected for several reasons:. fir_st, Mr. Halvorson's 
vig orous advertising campaign; secondly, my knowledge of his 
neighborhood house calls; and thirdly, the active, if not 
complete prog ram of community r e lations carried on by this 
type of business. 
Townsman Publishing Co. 
The focal point of all community projects and 
activities is the Wellesley Townsman, the town's only news-
paper. This is a weekly pape r and enjoys a large circula-
tion within the town. Eve.ry businessman interviewed re a ds 
this paper re gularly and almost all use it for advertising 
and public relations purposes. 
As the focal point of all co~munity projects and 
activities, the paper is naturally community relations 
conscious. Nil:'. A. Edwin Larson, the editor is a long-time 
resident of Wellesley and an active participant in many 
town activities. The paper has been in business for forty~ 
ei ght years and employs a working staff of four. It is 
published by the Wellesley Press, a subsidiary company. 
Mr. Larson believes that g ood community relations 
for the paper lies in opening the pages of the paper to 
all. It is at the disposal of all the citizens. The key-
note of the paper's public r e lations activities is im-
partiality. All group's rights are respected and can have 
space in the paper simply by asking, for it. The paper is 
depending upon the good-will of the whole town. 
National charities such as the Red Feather, Red Cross 
and t h e Salvation Army receive direct contributions from 
t h e paper. Local charities also receive donations and free 
publicity, whenever they desire it. Each donation is handled 
as the need arises. 
The 11ownsman community relations activities are many 
and varied. The paper initiated the drive for a new and 
modern p olice station. 'l'he old one had long been far from 
adequate and not befitting a town like Wellesley. 
-iihen the Ouelett family of Wellesley wa s b u rned 
out o f their home, the pa~er sponsored the drive to build 
a new home for the family. The paper ,also played a major 
role in bring ing the Summer 'rheatre to Nellesley an d pushed · 
hard for more parking s p ace within the town. This had 
been a long -standing town prob lem. Now the situation is 
fairly well cleared up. 
In other areas of co@nunity relations, t h e p aper 
e n courages plant tours. Groups from the elementary schools 
as well as Boy Scout and Girl Scout groups go throu g h the 
plant (both the paper and t h e Wellesle~ Press where the 
printing is done) each year. Many other groups within t he 
town have also been throug h the facilities of both office s. 
In addition to the paper's many other commun i t y rela-
tions activities, Mr. Larson carries on an extensive pro-
g ram of speaking engagements . He has s p oken st practically 
every g roup within the town and numerous times at the h igh 
school and junior hig h sc hool. 
H. A. Hills & Sons, Inc. 
\ elle s ley 1 s only local five a nd ten cent store is 
lac e. t ed in Wellesle-y Hills. 'l'h e store 1 s owne r, l'f;r . Herbert 
P . Hills, Jr., is a young an d enterprising businessman, who 
is d efini.t e l y public relat i on s conscious. He was t he f irst 
G. I. in the country to receiv e a g ove rnme n t loan for es-
tablishing a business. Th e store a lso has another Ufirst" 
t o its credit, being the f irst s tore of its k ind to s witch 
to a self-serv i c e system. There are branch stores in 
Randolph, lV1assachusetts and ' est Roxbury, Massachu setts. 
Mr. Hills is active in town affairs. He is a memb e r 
of t he Board of Trade, a Town Me eting Member, a Mason, a 
Ki wanian, an d a member of t he Welle sley Hi lls Congregat ional 
Churc h and the Open Church Group. 
Mr. Hills belie ves that good community relations 
equals good business practices. There is a definite inter-
relationship betwe e n good business and sound community rela-
tions which h as a dollar and cents reward . He also stated 
t hat business must continually strive to promote good-will. 
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within the comrnunity. 
H. A. Hills & Sons goes about building good-will 
jn the following manner: 
1. An extensive program of cooperation with the 
churches in the town. 'l'his inc l u d e s donations of toys to 
the Sunday schools, a 10 percent discount on purchases made 
f or any church or church group , and special purchases at 
cost for churches or organizations. 
2. Good use is made of the "Welcome Wagon" service. 
I·:ir. Hills, through the Welcome 'Nag on, g ives each new family 
in town a s mall box of home town stationery wit h the name 
of the town on it and also a c a rd, with the compliments 
of H. A. Hills on it, we lcomin[ potential new customers 
to ;, elle sley. 
3. H. A. Hills makes many purcha ses for the Park 
and Re creation Depa rtment of We llesley and works ha nd in 
hand with this town organiz a tion. 
4. Wi ndow space is available for use b y any town 
group. 
5. The store spon sors an a nnual Doll Conte s t once 
a year with prizes for the best dolls and a c h ance for a ll 
young children to disp l ay t heir pet dolls. All window 
space is used for this purp ose. 
N~. Hills is now work ing on a program of cooperation 
wi th the loc a l scho ols whereby the teachers and sc hool 
authorities w~ll keep him po~ted on the supplies needed by 
the children so he can stock them. 
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On the subject of charitable donations, H. A. Hills 
follows a set polic~. This policy is not involved but quite 
successful. 
1. All charities must be approved by the Board of 
'rrsde. 
2. The drive must be town-wide in scope. 
3. Only local drives of national charities receive 
consideration. Wellesley charities come first. 
"Service to g ive satisfaction for the most people," 
is the rnost important as pect of H. A. Hills & Sons comraunity 
relations program. 
Clapp-Hill & Co. 
Clapp-Hill & Co., one of Wellesley's oldest real 
estate agencies has been doing business in Wellesley and 
surrounding _ towns for twenty-five years. This business 
relies heavily on the prestig e of its name and on its re-
putation. 
In my interview with Mr. Carl A. Gurshin, manager 
of the real estate office, he pointed out an interesting 
fact. Real estate companies, such as Clapp-Hill & Co. 
function in a. communlty relations capacity in their every-
de.y work by bring ing in new peop le to the com.'D.uni ty. ·.t his 
plays its part in developing new areas, helps in the tax 
problem and contributes to the growth of any community. 
The main principle Clapp-Hill works on is the 
placing of the right people for the ri ght house. ·r : oy this 
I mean selling within the buyer's means, ie. an $18,000 
4.5 
house to those who can afford to pay that amount rather than 
hie h pressure salesmanship to g et them to b uy a h ouse be-
yond their means. Ivlr. Gurshin went on to say that "integrity 
was a must" and "that satisfied customers build g ood-will 
for the business." 
Although the previously discussed views are sou n d 
and of importance in a community's life, little else in 
t he area of co&munity relations was actually done. ~w. 
Gurshin, ~ho is not a resident of Wellesley, belong s to no 
civic, social or church groups within the town. 1vlr. Clapp, 
the owner, is seldom at his ~ell e sley office, spending 
most of his working time in the Boston office. 
This company advertise s in the local paper and 
donates to "most all 11 of the charities it is Bpproached by 
in the . town. Aside from these activities of some signi-
ficance, very little else was learned during our meeting . 
Exa mp les of participation in town affairs were non-existent. 
The Village Realty Co. 
Serving as a direct contrast to Clapp-Hill but by 
no means intentionally so, is the Village Realty Co. This 
compB.ny carries on an extensive corn:mun i ty relations pro-
g ram. ~he business has been in / ellesley for three years 
and employs six people. 
r-~s. Guthauser, owner of the Villag e Realty Co. 
and its sister organization, the Villag e Insurance Co., 
holds a de 5 ree in public relations. She is a member of the 
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Quota Club, a women's service org anization which specializes 
in work wi th juvenile delinquents, and a member of the 
Republican Club of Wellesley. 
Re d Cross, Red F'eather, Boy's ·r own and the Boy and 
Girl Scouts receive set donations each year. The rest of 
the charities which approach the Village Realty for dona-
tions receive a small amount. Very fev; are ever re f used. 
This is the only policy the company follows in regard to 
donations. 
Mrs. Guthauser believes that g ood community relations 
boils d own to 11 being a good neighbor" and plain courtesy 
and good manners. To illustrate these ideas one must look 
at the community relations activities of the Village Realty 
Co. 'there is a great deal more than simp ly the 11rit;ht house 
for the rig ht people. 11 
When the Village Realti sells a house certain pro-
cedures are followed~ 
1. A card is sent to all the new family's neighbors 
on the ir st~eet telling a b i t about them, ie. whether they 
like golf or bowling, etc., which g ives t he neighb ors a 
talk ing point as the basis of a new friendship. 
2. A tea or coffee is frequently arrang ed to get 
the new woman acquainted and M.rs. Guthauser conducts these 
affairs to see that all runs smoothly. 
3. Mrs. Guthauser fin d s the new family baby sitters 
if it is necessary and sends the new family flowers and a 
card the first Christmas. 
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4. The new family is also introduced to their priest 
or minister, conducted on a tour of the town and helped 
in establishing their credit at the bank of their choice. 
5. Finally they are g iven a pamphlet on the town 
printed by the Village Realty Co. and with the company's 
name on it. 
In addition to these activities with the new family 
in town, the Village Realty has donated the working time of 
its salesman to collect for the Community Fund. Window 
space is always available for special displays by any local 
organization. This fall the main office will be turned 
over for t wo days and nights to the Woman's Club for their 
flower display. 
Cabot-Hendrick -- Jewelers and Silver 
Here is a case where a business has been in success-
ful operation for three years and has eng,a g ed in no com;nuni ty 
projects or done anything above normal business procedures 
to strengthen its community relations. Cabot-Hendrick's, 
which is one of Wellesley's four jewelry stores, is located 
in Wellesley Square as are two of its three local compet-
itors. 
Its owner, IVIr. F'red Vialker, is seldom in the store. 
His other business interests usually keep him away from 
the store except on Friday afternoons and Saturdays. He 
has no policy re g arding . donations to charities but g ives 
to the larger ones and to others as he sees fit. 
In our interview, he expressed an interest in good 
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public relations and a desire to d o more in that area. He 
t hin ks in terms of g ood bus ines s rather th&n in terms of 
g ood cmnc-nunity rel~tions . ln his thinkinE, , g ood conununity 
r e l ations is bas e d on value and service within the business. 
The s tore itself, is v e r y pleasing to the eye and 
creates a g ood atmosphere. Mr. ~ a l~er exp r e s s ed an interest 
in a survey to find o ut pub l ic opinion r e~ard ing hls store 
but claimed that the cost of one under present methods was 
too hig h. 
The commun ity relation s progra!n o f Cabot-Hendrick 
could be sununed u p as t h e c arrs -over V!_ilue of regular busi-
ness intercourse with the publ:tc at large and the inta n g ible 
value of keepine:, t h e company 's name before the public by 
ads in t he local school yearbooks , severa l budget p l ans aimed 
at the town's large student population and ads in t he ' local 
pap e r. 
F . Diehl & Son, I nc. 
'l'his l a st case is a lso my f i na l deviation f rom m~· 
standards of selection . } . Dieh l & Son, Inc. was chos en 
b e c ause it is the oldest local business, having d one busine ss 
in Vellesley for eighty y ears. It is al s o Wellesley's larg est 
business, employing 125 men and vvomen in its offices, plant, 
store and in the lumber yard itself. Again Diehl's forms 
an exception to the general r ule because it is the only 
industry of substantial size vvithin the town limits. 
I<' . Diehl & Son ha.s no public relations departmen L 
Any duties f a lling under the s eneral area of public r e-
lations is handled by the he ad of its advertising depart-
ment, Mr. Farrar. The company is represente d in both 
Rotary a~d Kiwanis and advertises in t h e local pa per a s 
well a s in the loc a l papers of the surrounding towns .. 
The company has no set policy r egarding donations 
but contributes some amount to almost &11 who ap proach it. 
From a strictly community re _lat i ons viewpoint, there 
is no planned prog ram. However, the company has been very 
cooperative with the schools and other groups throug hout 
the town. Lumber and building materials have been donat ed 
often in the past and the company's trucks are fre quently 
used. A g oo d example of t he use of company truc lcs have 
be en the many paper drives conducted in the town. Di ehl's 
trucks have been evident in each drive. 
Diehl's offers the free s ervice of evaluating new 
families' heating units throug h its work with the "Welcome 
Wa g on. 
Another activity of community relat ions v alue spon-
sored by Diehl's is the periodic meetings the company holds 
for carpenters and home owners. The p urpose of these meet-
ing s is to show the application of materials in all phases 
of building . 
'l'he most important aspec t of g ood community rela-
tions, as far as Diehl's s pe a k ing through fllr. Farrar vvas 
concerned, was "pe rsonal contact with our own representa-
tive." Since Diehl's dealt primarily with the home own e r, 
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all contacts between a representative of the comp any and 
the home owner were stresse d. 
In this chap ter, little or no attempt was ma d e to 
co~nent on or evaluate the t wenty-five busines s es inter-
viewed. That will follow in t h e last chapter, "Summa r y 
and Conclusions." Tbe ma jor function of t h is chapter has 
be an to s e t down, as accurate l y as possible, the informa-
tion derived from my interviews wi th the local business-
me n . 
CHAPTER III 
THE SERVICE ORGAN I ZATI ONS 
Board of Trade 
The most effective organization of businessmen in 
the community is the Board of Trade. It is, of course, 
more than a s e rvice organization in the same sense as Kiwanis 
or Rotary. Still, it functi ons often in the same cap acity 
as the other organizations in promoting com:nmni ty welfare 
and for that reason will be discus s ed in this chap ter. It 
is a n organization designed to p romote business interests 
in Viellesley . 
Meeting s 
The board holds re gular me etings open to all its 
membe rs every other week except during the months of July 
and Au gust. These meeting s are held at the ··vellesley Inn. 
Function 
The function of this org anization is to "promote 
business interests and interest in business in Wellesley ." 
Membership 
IV~embership is open to any businessman in the town. 
Businessmen must be either an owner or a manager. 
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Administration 
r he board is rnn by a board of governors. 'l'his 
e xecutive body has sixteen membe rs and functions as the 
p ol i cy -making body for the whole group. A meeting o f t h is 
executive body can be called only by the group's s e cretary 
or president. 
Activities 
A complete list of all the Board of Trade's activi-
ties would be impractical to r ende r here. However, a few 
examp les of the work of the bo a rd are in order. They are 
a ll of conmunity relations value and called for a united 
effort of the merchants in town. Three of these activities 
are: Christmas decorations for the Wellesley Shopping 
Center, bring ing Santa to We llesley, and persuading the 
town g overnment to purchase land for three new parking 
areas. The board often works quietly be h ind the scenes but 
accomplishes a g reat deal of valuable work. 
Another aspect of this group's work, which is worth 
mentioning is that, through the Board, the merchants in 
Welle sley are able to take a positive stand on an issue as 
a concentrated body withou t fear of individual loss of 
business. 
Ki wanis 
Wellesley's oldest service club is the Kiwanis Club 
of Vellesley . The work of this group is primarily in help-
in8 under privileged children. This is an international 
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organization. 
Membership 
There are ninety-two members of Kiwanis. 'These 
members fall into classified groups, ie. two druggists, 
two lawyers, two doc tors. 'I'here classification can be still 
further broken down to include all phases of each business 
or profession. 
Meeting s 
Luncheon m~etings are held weekly. 
Committees 
'I'he Kiwanis Club is set up on a functional com-
mittee basis. Each committee is responsible for carrying 
on a meeting during the year. There is a committee for 
every phase of work this group deals in. 
Activities 
The primary work of this g roup is helping under-
privile ged children as was stated before. Many cases of 
aid g iven are never published or receive publicity. 'I'he 
g roup works quietly but accomplishes a g reat deal of g ood 
work within the community. Christmas bas kets, local 
scholarship aid and funds for sending young boys and g irls 
to summer camp are only a few examples of Kiwanis's work. 
The group also sponsors re gular visits of hig h school 
boys and girls to their meetings and one of the hig h school 
musical groups puts on a program at a .meeting once a year. 
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The Kiwanis committee on public relations is 
currently sponsoring the " Go to Church on Sunday" idea 
throughout the community. 
The Rotary Club 
Like Ki wanis, Rotary is a service club which is inter-
national in scope. It is made up of business and professional 
men. These men are g roupe d in broad classifications whic h 
c an be bro ken down. Each member must represent a business 
or profession. There are at pre sent forty-seven members 
of Rotary in Wellesley. 
Meeting s 
Meeting s are held once a week all year round. To 
retain membership, an attendance record of at least 
60 percent must be maintained. 
Org anization 
Rotary, like Kiwanis aga in, is organized on a 
functional committee ·basis, which stresses four thing s: 
1. Co:mmuni ty .service, 2. Interna tional service, 3. Club 
service, and 4. Professional services. 
Examples of Ro tar y 's York 
Rotary has adopted the Hosp ital and Convalescent 
Home for Children and the Mary lviac Arthur Memorial Respi-
rator Center for polio patients a s their special projects. 
' 
To facilitate its work wi th these two institutions, and 
their work in other areas, Rotary has set up its Rotary 
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Charitable F'oundation and created a fund with which to carry 
on its work. 
Some examp les of this club's work are the donation 
of a second-hand piano and a deep freeze to the Convalescent 
Home and "picture books" on the ceiling for iron lung 
oatients at the Respirator cente r. Some of Rotary's other 
.. 
couLmunity activities include the annual spruce-up of the 
Girl Scout Camp, entertainin g foreign students and a pro-
gram of having selected hig h school seniors attend a meet-
ing of Rotary. 
The Exchange Club 
This club is 'v 'e llesley 's newe st service organiz a tion. 
Like the other two service clubs discussed already , it is 
made up of busines s and profe ssional men. In many instances, 
men belong ing to either Kiwanis or Rotary also belong to 
the Exchange Club. At the present time, the club has eig hty-
four members who are joined together in "Unity for .Service." 
Perhaps, the Exchange Club's most ambitious community 
project, and the only one I wi ll discuss, is its sponsor-
ship of the annua l "Youth in Government Day." This project 
is carried out in cooperation with the school department and 
with all phases of town g overnment. It is an annual af f air 
in which the whole community t ake s pride and which is viewed 
with considerable interest by both the hig h school students 
and all parents in Wellesley. 
This "Youth in Government" prog ram is carried out 
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in the followin g manner: 
1. First, -there is a general announcement concerning 
the program of uYouth in Government" made in the high school. 
2. Students wishing to run for any of the listed 
town offices get nomination papers from the head of the 
history and g overnment departments in the high school. 
3. These paper s must be filled out and filed a gain 
if a potential candidate is to seek office. 
4. School time is g ive n on a set date for the candi-
dates to campaign in all homerooms • 
.5. A certain day in March is devoted to balloting 
in the high school. Members of the senior Modern Problems 
classes take turns throughout the whole school day acting 
as tellers at the voting p l a c e s. These students also count 
the votes. 
6. The winners for eac h town office are announced 
and they carry on the duties of their elected office for 
one day. This is "Youth in Government Day. 11 
All vlinners must then write an essay entitled, " My 
Day in Office." The four winning essay s are rea.d at a dinner 
which the Exchange Club puts on for all candidates, winne r 
and losers alike, and the four winning students g et an all-
expense paid trip to Washington. 
This chapter h a s been devoted to the work of the 
three service organizations in Wellesley for t wo rea sons: 
first, b e cause of the communi ty relations value of the three 
clubs' work and secon dly , because many of the individual 
businessmen interviewed conside re d their activities in 
these serv ice clubs as a vital part o f their community 
relations pro t ram. 
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CHAPTER IV 
SUMl'vi.ARY .AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this last chapter is not to rehash 
the information contained in the twenty-five case h istories 
presented. Rather, it is to attempt to tie together certain 
loose ends, to point up tang ible areas of agreement and 
discord, whenever possible, and to give the author's views 
r egarding success or failure in reaching his goals. ~;ith 
these ideas in mind, I begin this final chapter. 
My Frame of Reference 
Each of the businesses reviewed in this thesis can 
be taken as successful small businesses when considered in 
my frame of reference. It is an impossible task to try 
to eva luate success. You cannot make any hard and fast 
definitions for the term. Success is a purely relative 
matter. Nhat is success to one man is a dismal failure 
to another. For these reasons, my only criteria for 
success was that the business be in operation for a period 
of three y e ars. Rarely will the capital of a small business-
man keep him g oing longer than this period if he is losing 
money. In only one case did I deviate from this criteria 
for success. That instance was handled as a special case. 
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The term 11 small business unit" was another rather 
relative term that had to be dealt with. A small business 
can be anything from a one-man variety store to a company 
employing a thousand or more worke rs. Again, it depends 
on your frame of reference. I chose to think of a s mall 
business unit as one employing not more than fifty workers. 
Only F. Diehl and Son, Inc. falls out of this categ ory_ 
That company too, was handled as a special case. Ny frame 
of reference for both terms, although arbitrary in nature, 
was a lso set up in accordance with the size of the s mall 
businesses in Wellesley. Few fell outside of these cate-
gories. 
Ar e Good Cornmunity Relations Important? 
In every case, the answer to this question was, . 
"Yes." When we explored the matter deeper and considered 
the "why" aspect of this question, the wording of the answers 
varied but once again there was basic agreement. This agree-
ment was based on one idea, because good community relations 
has a dollar and cents value. This thoug ht formed the 
foundation for every answer. 
Sometimes, the profit motive was quickly and freely 
g iven. In other cases, it was g iven as an after-thouBht 
but it was still there. The small business unit appreciated 
this fact as clearly as the larger corporations do. Business 
survival, · instilling favorable op inion or creating good-
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will all boiled down to the black side of the ledger. 
This is by no means a bad sign. Instead, it shows 
an awareness of t h e value of community rela tions that has 
man y benefits. To succeed in their business endeavor, the 
small businessman reali ze s that he must do more than exist 
i n a community . Be must b e an active part of it. A g ood 
deal of his final success de pends on how much a part of 
the community he a.ctually is. 
fp• e They :B"amiliar Ni th 'l'he Term'? 
The term community relations , as a part of public 
relations was rarely considered by the businessmen inter-
viewed. Often, t hey thought of only " g ood business" 
practices. Occasionally, t h e y thought in terms of public 
relations. Cormnunity rela t ions as a frame of reference 
f or a large diversity of actions relating to their act-
ivities in the community was a subject t ha t required some 
explanation to stimulate response. 
This is not to say that they did not carry on sound 
community relations prog rams. I'hany o f them did. It is 
merely to illustrate the g e ne ral i gnorance o f t he full mean-
ing of the term until some explanation was g iven. Co:rlh'Tiunity 
relations, as the public relations practitioner thinks of it, 
wa s not an everyday tirm in their business vocabulary as 
we re s u c h terms as public we lfare, public spirit, or e ven 
public relations. 
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Do They Really Desire to be Known and Understood? 
The answer to this questi on is an over~helming yesl 
In only two cases of the twenty-five recorded is there any 
doubt in my mind re t;ard i n g this answer. Even i n these two 
instances, there is a personal belief that the men in question 
desire to be known. They may not know the way of accomplish-
ing this desire. Still, I believe that they feel it is im-
portant to be understood for success in business. 
Competition is too keen for a "public be damned" 
attitude. The small businessman is cognizant of this fact. 
His way of meeting this cballeng e is as varied as the t y pes 
of personalities involved. Still, there are constant efforts 
being made, many times only throug h personal contact made 
in normal business intercourse, when the owner-manager 
tries to impart a knowledge 2nd understanding of himself and 
his business to his g eneral public. 
In one case, a businessman expressed his desire to 
know ·Nhat the people entering _his establishment and doing 
business with him thought abou t his shop. He went so fa r 
as to express his desire to have a survey conducted to find 
this information . Several othe r businessmen expressed 
similar attitudes but felt that s u ch a survey would be way 
beyond their operating budget. The de sire to be known and 
understood is strong . 
Is the Successful Small Businessman Interested in Co1nmunity 
Welfare? 
I believe that the answer to this question c an be 
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found in the great variety of community activities that 
have been recorded in this report. The co~nunity in which 
the business is located effects the business in no uncertain 
manner. If the community prospers, the business life of 
the community will prosper als.o. If the community declines, 
business will decline with it. 
In only four instances did the owner or manager live 
outside of We llesley. In two of these four cases, the busi-
nesses took an active part in the affairs of the town. The 
owner or manager belonged to either Kiwanis or Rotary and 
had participated in conrrnunity affairs of one type or another. 
In all the other cases, the owner or owner-manager 
lived in the town. Family ties, personal friendships, 
children in the family all lead to a g reater i n teres t in 
the welfare of the whole town. The small businessman is 
more liable to settle in the town in which his business is 
located than is the large corporation kind. In the latter 
case, this is often impossible. 
ComL1unity welfare is of genuine interest to the small 
businessman, who lives in the same town as his business 
is located. His whole life revolves around his business 
and his family. He has a t wo-fold reason for workins for 
a better community. 
The Public Relations Value 
If, for no other reason than the accumulating of 
new ideas, I believe that a knowledg e of how the small 
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l·n a suburban community g oes about being thought businessman 
d neighbor is of value to the public relations of as a goo · , 
H tl.lere are other values to be de-practitioner. owever, 
rived from knowledge in this area of public relations. 
'rhe se might be summarized as: 
1. The expansion of knowledg e in a specialized area 
of public relations. 
2. Examples of tried and successfu l techniques for 
bette ring community relations in a su ur an co~nunl y. b b . t Thl. s 
mi~ht be deemed especially important in view of today 1 s c 
trend toward decentralizing large industries. 
3. Stimulation of idea s and new approaches to the 
subject throug h accumulation and interpretation of the ideas 
of the small businessman. 
4. And finall y any study 's potential capacity toward 
stimulating, progress in the relatively new profession of 
Pub lic Relations. 
This concluding chapter has d ealt with a discussion 
of the goals which I set up in the introduction, the reasons 
f or this study. I t has been an attempt to tie to ge t he r 
any loose ends and to su_rimarize briefly a subject that a s 
yet calls for a g re a t deal of further investigation and 
study . The small business unit does realize the value of 
g ood community relations. ·rhe me tho d s for attainin6 this 
goal are many and varied. 
It is an area that offers a direct challenge to the 
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Public Re lations profession of today. The small business 
unit, I believe, is ready for t he community relations practi-
tioner. But the question of how to se rvi ce these small 
units economically still r emains. When public relations, 
as a profession, fi gures out how to deal with the "little" 
fello w as well as the 11 large, 11 it will have moved from its 
present "specialty shop" position to that of the depart-
ment store, an org anization designed to serve the whole 
c o::-nrnuni ty. 
APPENDIX A 
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l-lORK SHEET 
B.:l/:Y.GRotJND Hl1<'0Rl·'!AT10i'J 
e 1. Name of business 
2 , Name of Prop. or mano.ge r 
3. . No. of years that t he business has been in Wellesley 
4.. Doe s ovrner or mane.ger li ve in I.Je llesley? 
5. Fiovr many employees does the business . have? 
6 . f\:re there other business establishments or branches unde:r. the same management? 
7"' ·(,Jl1ere are tl1ese other businesses located? and and 
8. \-Jhat clubs or business organizations do you belong to? and 
-----
and 
9 . What nevmpapers do you read? and 
-------------------
and 
10 . What nevrspapers do you place ads in or use for public relations pm·poses? 
-------------------------- end ---------------------
a nd 
l l. \-!hat is your political affilliation? 
ON \~IE! SUBJECT OF GOOD COMMUNITY RELATIONS 
Do you f eel that it is important to have good community relations? 
Hra :::~, in your opinion , constitutes good community relat:lons? 
To ,.r:J.al: charitable organizations do you or your business make donations? 
Do :nu ha·, e a set policy, regarding donations to charities, that you follow? 
Hhc::t community projects have you or your business enga~ed in? 
1'( , 
19 
20 . 
- 2 -
Do you e';er loan equipment or merchandise to schools or ch't.u-ch or civic groups? 
Do you have any special programs 1..;ith schools or other groups to promote better 
community relations? 
~That do you do to promote better communit,y relations? 
Do you consider such things as the follow·ing as part of your community relations 
acti ,-it ies? 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
.... 
.L • 
g. 
h. 
Appearance of employees 
Appearance of establish."!lent 
Good morale 
LmT labor turnover 
Special displays or days 
Participation in local events 
Ads in the local ne,vspaper 
Hlring local help 
21. vlhat, in your opinion, is the most important aspect of good community relations? 
APPENDIX B 
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BUSINESS UNI TS I NTERVI EWED 
1. Ara's Inc. ( Men's Clothin g ) Mr. Ara Yacobian, owner 
2. Cab ot-He n dric k (Jewele rs and S ilver) Mr. F . ~alker, 
owner 
J. Clapp-Hill & Co. ( Real E s t ate) Mr. Carl A. Gurshin, 
mana e;er 
4. Community Pl ayhous e ( The a tre) Mr. Leslie Benslev , 
owner 
5. E . A. Davis & Co. (Department Store) N..r. ·C. N. Holman, 
owner 
6 . F . Diehl & Son, Inc. ( Building Supplies) Mr. H. N. 
F arrar, Adv e rtizing Mgr. 
7. F allon 1 s Pharmacy Mr . rtl . J. Fallon, owner 
8. F ells Ph a r mac y IvJr . J. D. Seigal, tre asure r 
9 . Fr as er's F lorist Mr . A. Fraser, manager 
10. Ha le's Inc. ( Radio a n d '11ele vision) Air. Hale, owner 
11. Halvorson's Texico Se r v ic e S tation Mr. H. P . ~i & lvorson , 
proprietor 
1 2 . H . b . Hills & Son s , I n c. ( F ive and Di me Store ) 
l\rir . H. A . Hills, Jr . , own e r 
13. Lee Che vrole t Co., I n c. Mr. Jame s z . Lee, pres i dent 
1L~ . 1-Tewt on Savin g s Ba nk mr . H. \ifin s ton ~11e rce :c.,, a ssista~t 
treasure r and manage r 
15. Olk e n 's (Sportin g Good s S tore) Mr. Henry P . Ol ken , 
owne r 
16 . Pau l' s r a dio a n d Television Nir. Pa u l Mont a li, owne r 
17. Pond 's Ca me r a Store N.ir. S. P . Sane; er, owner 
18 . Sharon's Cleaners, I nc. Mr . A. Williams, owner 
19 . Talc off 1 s I nc. ( Shoes) l'lir. I rvine, Ta lcoff, owner 
20. Townsman Publishint, Co. (Local Pa per) Iv~r. A. Edwin 
Larson, proprietor and edi tor 
21. Vi lla g e Realty Co. Nirs. Gu thauser, owner 
22. ellesley Auto Sales, Inc. Mr. T. ·vve gerdt , owne r 
23. We lles ley Hills IVlarke t, Inc. Jvir. Jos eph Dobis, o wner 
24. Vellesley 'r ravel Service Mr. c. F. Heartfield, owner 
25. We lles l ey Trust Co. ( Banking ) Mr. "Jerner, president 
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Hinners 
will 
be 
announced 
on 
Tuesday, 
Augo 24o 
:C T •S C 0 H 1 N G A G A I N A 'i' 1 A S ;_r 
our Sl!DO!ID A~1·TUAL DOLT. BEA.UTY COI~l.~~~ 
--- .. ..--..... _,__.. 
:'. -~ . :-. ..... 
' ; 
'-
Get your favorite doll ready now. 
The contest will open August 9 -
and your doll may win one of our 
five big prizes o 
:attry blanks and 
contest ru.les vrl.ll 
be available at 
our store 
next 
t~ek., 
* Do Us will be entered 
from 9 A •• I., .• Jondey~ Aug.9, 
to 6 P .!·Io Saturday 9 Aug l4 
* All entries will be 
displayed 
in our window 
betueen 'IU.esday .o Aug o 17 
and Saturday, Aug., 21 
Our customers will 
vote for 
their choice 
during that w""eeko 
'Ihe contest will be open to any one under 15 years of age living in the norme~ 
tradine area of this storeG One doll may be entered by each contestanto 
Get you.r entry blank next "~<Jaekl 
vlellesley Hills &lndolph 
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WHERE 
DOES 
THE MONEY 
G01 
FOR MONTHS OF 
NEWTON SAVINGS BANK 
Newton-Wellesley-Needham 
Deposits insured in full under Mon~~lol$etts Laws. 
I 
WHERE DOES TIIE MONEY GO? 
A Guide for 
Regular Saving - BUDGET AND EXPENSE RECORD 
-·and for 
Wise Spending For Month of ............................ 19 .... . 
Estimates for the Month $ 
SPEND- MUST PAYMENTS 
* Date TOTAL PAYROLL ABLE EXPEN-
INCOME DEDUCTIONS DITURES SAVINGS 
FIXED 
HOUSING 
OPERATING 
INCOME EXPENSES HOUSEHOLD 
Salary Savings Gas. Heat 
Commissions Income Tax or Daily Account Income Tax Rent/or Phone, Water 
Interest Social Security "'Take· home (Eotimate Taxes Electricity or & State) Interest Launrlry Dividends SavinJs Bonds Pay" Weekly Savings Life Insurance Repairs/ Service Other ther Totals Bonds Other Insu rance, etc. EquiJiment 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 I 
21 
22 
23 I I 
24 ' I 
25 I 
26 
27 I I 
28 
29 I 
30 
31 
TOTAL. 
BALANCE Subtract total for each column from 
_\ 
. 
Estimate for Month (see above) 
BALANCE OR RESERVE: The estimate made for certain items (for example: Clothing, Medical, Educa-
tion) will not be spent each month. However, a definite sum should be allowed for these things, and the amount 
not spent can be added to the estimate for the next month-or, better yet, set aside as a Reserve Fund in 
your Savings Account. A record of the use to which this is put can be kept separately. 
~ 
FOOD CLOTHING 
\Vearing 
Apparel All Food Cleaning ;\I ilk Pressing 
:\leak Out For Entire 
Family 
f 
: 
I 
-
1r 
'-. 
-
I 
I 
LIVING EXPENSES 
PERSONAL ADVANCEMENT MEMORANDA 
Education Carfare, Taxi, Papers Medical Clubs 
Barber, Hairdresser, Other Books Gifts 
Doctor ?vlagazines Car 
Personal Allowances Dentist Recreation Contributions 
Husband Wife. Children Drugs Vacation Church 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 i 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
* MUST PAYMENTS-Savings and Fixed Expenses-
Each month set aside in a savings Account a definite amount as a Cash Reserve and Emergency Fund. 
Also, estimate Fixed Expenses for the year: Income Tax (Estimate of amount ·not withheld and State Tax)-
Life Insurance-Payment and Taxes on home (if owned and not under Housing)--and any other fixed payment&. 
Take 1/12 of the total and each month deposit this amount in a Special Savings Account so .there will be mon-
ey on hand to meet these payments as they come due. 
Planned Spending is important if you would get the most for 
your money. 
This Budget and Expense Record will show you where - and 
how- the money goes-
I. Estimate the amounts you think you should spend for the 
various items and enter them at the top of each page. 
2. Each day enter expenditures in the proper column. 
3. At the end of the month, compare amounts actually spent 
with the estimates made. 
After keeping such a record for a few months, you may find 
that you are spending too much for some things, and that you 
have not allowed enough for others. You can then make the 
necessary adjustments. Also, you may be surprised at some of your 
spending habits, and find that there are more ways of cutting 
expenses than you had thought possible. 
Your Expense Record is not a formal account book. Your object 
is not to make it balance to the penny, but rather to know where 
and how you have been spending your money so that in the future 
you may use it to better advantage. Such a record will help you 
control current expenditures, and serve as a guide to wiser spending 
and saving in the future. 
One of the basic purposes of Mutual Savings Banks is the 
encouragement of thrift. We hope this booklet will be of help to 
you in setting up a spending and saving plan to suit your 
individual needs. 
APPENDIX E 
FALLON'S PHARMACY 
11 MUTTERINGS FRO /l '111-fE RX ROOM" 
. Mutterings II 
front the R Rf!01H' 
It ·has been estimated · that 
the capital investment in the 
whole U. S. antibiotic industry 
is about 200 million dollars .• •  
In 1952 sales were 150 million 
dollars and showed a great in-
crease in 1953 but you can see 
that it takes a very long time 
to show any returns for the 
owners ... Here is an interest-
ing fact . . . In 420 A. D. the 
Greeks used mold in open 
wounds . . . Mold is the source 
of todays antibiotics so you can · 
see the length of time it takes 
sometimes to find out Why and 
What ... Medicine and Phar-
macy tl:rru research have been 
partners in increasing your life 
expectancy about 24 years ..• 
This brings up the question ,of 
what we will do with . those ex-
tra years •.. We can all work 
to make our town, state coun-
try and world a better place to 
li,-~ in ... During the last week 
of July the store will close at 
6 p.m. each nite •.. Emergency 
phone is answered at all hours 
for Rx. 
Fallon's Pharmacy 
WELLESLEY mLLS SQ. 
WEllesley 5-2170 
-~ 
1 
I 
Mutter£ngs 
from , the R Romn 
The. next .issue of the Saturday 
Evening Post contains a very 
important message ·from the 
N .A.R.D. It is called "It Can 
Save Your Life" . .. Take time 
to read . it .. . Narcotine· will 
soon be making its appearance 
in cold preparations ... It is 
the first non habit forming opi-
um derivative found t o have 
specific antitussive properties 
. . . This past week. ! received a 
circular on wallpaper especially 
designed for drug store walis 
. . . It is called "Apothecary 
Shop" .and is a combin~tion of 
old and new . . . Our store 
hours will remain / 8 A.M. to 6 
P.l'vi. for the time being. 
Fallon's Pharmacy 
WELLF~SLEY HILLS SQ. 
WEllesley 5-2170 
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This card will 
